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I N V E S T O R



Our mission is to bring ac-
cessible, affordable, enga-
ging, and highly effective 

financial education to the world. 
We believe that financial educa-
tion is a cornerstone of societ, and 
we seek to empower our students 
to advance their education, care-
ers and financial independence.

TRADIMO



T E R M S

TERM 01

The basics of stock market and investing

TERM 02

Picking stocks with the right mindset

TERM 03

Become a Warren Buffett 2.0



I N T R O D U C T I O N
Become a Successful Investor

W hen we are talking about investors, we are relating to stocks in the 
first place. Nearly everybody knows Warren Buffett - known as the 
prodigy stock investing - and many stock traders and investors are 

trying to be like him. However, you do not have to be a multi-millionaire to in-
vest successfully. With smart investments, you can earn yourself a very attrac-
tive side income, manage your pension fund or simply improve your daily life.

With completing this degree, you will have the knowledge to invest in stocks 
in your own way for the rest of your life. You will learn everything you need to 
know about buying and selling stocks - in a fun and exciting learning process! 
From checking company reports, reading about economic expectations throu-
gh to analysing charts: you will get to know the different methods to determine 
whether the shares of a company will go up or down.



premium@tradimo.com

Tradimo’s Investor Nanodiploma is divided up into three separate terms, desig-
ned to provide you the necessary knowledge and practical experience to become 
a successful investor.

While you will be learning about general trading knowledge; fundamental and 
technical analysis; trading psychology and concrete trading strategies, the diffi-
culty will increase with each term, therefore providing you a deeper understan-
ding of how everything fits together.

Additionally you can contact and ask us questions at any time during the entire 
duration of this degree. By giving you personal feedback on all of your projects, 
we will ensure that you have understood everything perfectly.

Contact us at:



T E R M 0 1
The basics of stock market & investing

In term 1 you’ll master the basic elements of trading and the stock market 
through an easy-to-understand introduction. You’ll learn more about stocks 
and important lessons on money management and technical analysis.



Requirement to finish TERM 1:

Your courses are:

Your projects are:

Term 1 is completed by finishing four courses and three projects, which require 
you to apply your newly gained knowledge practically.

• Learn the Basics of Stock Trading
• Don’t Go Broke - Protect Your Capital
• Technical Analysis Course
• Support and Resistance Trading

PROJECT

Choose a broker and open a demo 
account

PROJECT

Take the current daily chart of Ap-
ple and draw all important support 
and resistance line for the last 3 
years

PROJECT

Open a live account



T E R M 0 2
Picking stocks with the right mindset

In term 2 you will learn how to create a stock portfolio and what an Exchan-
ge-Traded Fund (ETF) is. Investors often keep their stocks over a long pe-
riod of time, because they believe that downs will be dominated by ups in 

the long run. 

However, stable companies can experience extreme down trends too; for such 
times you need to have a good mindset. Therefore, term 2 will deal with your 
psychological foundation.



Requirement to finish TERM 2:

Your courses are:

Your projects are:

Term 2 is completed by finishing four courses and two projects, which require 
you to apply your newly gained knowledge practically.

• Advanced stock trading
• How to Become a Trader and Investor
• Take Control of Your Emotions
• Psychology Pattern

PROJECT

Create your own stock portfolio on 
your demo account

PROJECT

Find an ETF for the S&P500, DAX, 
Gold and the oil industry.



T E R M 0 3
Become a Warren Buffett 2.0

Term 3 provides you a deeper understanding of companies’ operating 
numbers. You will learn to avoid psychological mistakes that are occur-
ring in the early stages of investing careers. In addition, we will teach 

you a better finance management to achieve long-term success.



Requirement to finish TERM 3:

Your courses are:

Your final project is:

Term 3 is completed by finishing two courses and one projects, which require 
you to apply your newly gained knowledge practically. After term 3 you can call 
yourself an advanced investor.

• Trading stocks with operating numbers
• Stock Market Investing Strategies

PROJECT

Look for two earning reports from 
two companies in the same indu-
stry and compare the figures to 
find the better company


